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The Talmud-Essential, Enhanced,

and Emblematic

The Babylonian Thlmud can be accurately defined in

three distinct ways:
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The above three definitions are not mutuallyexclusive. All
are true and can work together. It is necessary to delineate

these definitions, though, because each implicates a diftbr-

ent historical story and each of these stories produces a

register of meaning. This book will demonsffate that there

are three registers of Talmudic meaning. (Chapter r con-

tains a fuller description of the Talmud itself,)

To understand this notion of multiple registers of
meaning, the reader who has not yet encountered the

Talmud should consider the biblical Ten Command-

ments or the United States Constitudon as comparable

foundational texts. These three texts (the two compara-

tors and the Talmud) were produced in historical time

and place. The original meaning of the text is the essential

meaning of the text. There are fundamental problems

that affect one's ability to confidently recover the original

meaning of a text. And yet we can easily comprehend his-

torical meaning as an ideal to which one might strive.

This is the first register of Talmudic meaning.

The three texts we are considering are fundamental

to ongoing cultural (including legal and religious) prac-

rices of reading and have engendered interpretations

and applications (to say nothing of explicit amend-

ments) that exponentially expand the work as each orig-

inal word or sentence generates exegesis, and becomes

the basis for inferences and new applications. From its

completion (ca. 75o CE) until today, the Talmud has

been at the center of an active culture of reading that

has generated an enormous literature of reception that

understands, interprets, and applies it. This enormous

literature is often understood as the Talmud by cultural

insiders and should be considered the enhanced

Talmud.

Part of what makes the Ten Commandments or the

Constitution relevant long after their respective histori-

cal moments of production is the potency of their sym-

bolic meaning. This symbolic meaning is sometimes em-

ployed without awareness of essential or enhanced

meanings and even, occasionally, in contradiction to

those meanings. People regularly invoke the Ten Com-

mandments as a symbol of divine legislation and moral

justice without knowing tJre specifics of the command-

ments themselves. The Constitution is invoked as the

basis for liberal democracy and all that is noble about the

United States without recourse to its specific words. This

book argues that the Talmud also possesses a register of
meaning that is only loosely connected with the underly-

ing original content (essential) of the work or the vast ap-

paratus of recepdon (enhanced). I7hen functioning in

this emblernatic register, the Thlmud is sometimes con-

crete and sometimes abstract. It is concrete when the Thl-

mud embodies tradition and a particular modernJewish

movement attempts to behead the personified Thlmud

on the way to a repudiation of tradition. It is abstract

when the Thlmud is made to signify the idea ofJudaism

or inherent Jewishness.

The three different registers of Talmudic meaning

map somewhat neady on three distinct scholarly fields.

Academic scholars of the Talmud are primarily interested

in the essential Thlmud. taditional scholars of the
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Talmud engage the enhanced Thlmud. Historians of all

periods take a strong interest in the emblemadc Talmud.

Chaim Potok's r969 bestseller Tbe Prorni.se builds on

the tension that exists among the essential, enhanced,

and emblematic Thlmuds.t The novel's first-person narra-

tor, Reuven Malter, is a rabbinical student who spends

his days immersed in intense study of the Talmud. The

Thlmud as a work of literature features rnultiple layers of
rabbinic argumentation about law, myth, and cheology.

Students of the Thlmud within a yesbiua [traditional
learningl environment strive to decipher the Talmud's

often messy text. The density and complexity of the Tal-

mud make che reader work actively to produce both basic

comprehension and a coherent sense of the whole. Tal-

mudic aptitude is measured by assessing a readert ability

to wring coherence out of the text. Talmudic genius in-

heres in the ability to reimagine the set of Talmudic vari-

ables to resolve a dilemma.

Tbe Prornise is set in postwar New York, and its central

plot device is a batde over how to read the Talmud.

Reuven Malter has been trained by his father to employ

the tools of a textual hisrorian to resolve Thlmudic dlffi-
culties. By altering a problematic text, the text critic can

make the Talmud readable. \7hen the correction is based

on a text witness-a different version of the original rcxt

preserved in a handwrimen manuscript or an alternate

print edition-ir is as if history itself justifies rhe altera-

tion. Accordingto the Malters'methodology, the scholar

is fixing a mistake that has crept into the print editions

and caused the textual dilemma. The correcdon resrores

the text to its original unblemished form. Implicitly, this

methodology argues that the essential meaning of the

texr-the historically original understanding-is its cor-

rect meaning.

For Rav Kalman, Reuven Maltert teacher and his fa-

thert nemesis, rextual emendation is heretical. It is a

cheap solution to an expensive problem. Generations of
Talmud scholars sweated over the textual inconsistencies

and performed logical calisthenics to circumvent and re-

solve such issues. Emendadon retroactively ransforms

these creative attempts-part of the literature that con-

stitutes the enhanced Thlmud-rendering them mis-

taken or irrelevant. Rav Kalman resists the alluring his-

torical solution to preserve a vision of the Talmudt

reception that understands the millennium-long debate

about Talmudic ideas asynchronically, as if all the rabbis

from all the periods and cultures participate in a single

debate that defies time and space. In defense of the ex-

pansive Talmud, Rav Kalman willfully blinds himself to

the easy solution of changing the original text. And, as a

result, the Thlmud is an enhanced text that includes both

the original text and the millennium of texts that com-

ment upon the original.

The climactic scene of Tlte Prornise stages an oral ex-

amination to certify Reuven Malter as a rabbi.2 A tribu-

nal disguised as an exam, the scene finds the bookt hero

facing a three-person panel of rabbis who test him on his

control of the corpus of rabbinicJudaism. The examina-

tion stretches over several days. On day one, Reuven han-

dles the panel's questions with aplomb, demonstradng
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his ability to make both the Thlmud and its commentar-

ial texts readable-he demonstrates mastery of the en-

hanced Talmud. As the exam moves to a second day,

though, the panel targets the core methodological divide

between Rav Kalman and David Malter. Kalman begins

to ask thorny questions of Talmudic exegesis-how to

explain a passage's troubling logic and how to resolve ap-

parent contradictions within the Talmudic corpus. Ini-

tially reluctant to employ his critical methodology,

Reuven eventually demonstrates his aptitude (mdeed his

creative brilliance) by resolving textual problems through

emendation-by correcting the words of the text that ap-

pear in the standard print editions. His emendations are

progressively more "heretical"r his first emendadon draws

on a variant of the text found in the printed edition of a

related passage in another tractate ofthe Babylonian Tal-

mud; his second derives from aversion of the text found

in an alternate print edition of the Palestinian Talmud;

his third and most egregious draws upon a version of the

text found in a handwritten medieval manuscript. This

last emendation is simultaneously the mosc impressive

(Reuven had hypothesized the existence ofa variant and

then discovered it) and the most heretical (from Rav Kal-

mant perspective). Canceling the final day of exams, Rav

Kalman says that he has heard enough and indicates that

Reuven will not be ordained. The rabbi relents, with con-

ditions, a day later.

That the central tension of a major American best-

selling novel should be about how one reads the Talmud

may seem strange. But the confict encapsulates one of

the core dramas of religion in modernity. The Malters,

who wish to emend their tlmudic texts, stand on the

side of reason, history, and autonomy, while Rav Kalman

stands on the side of mystificadon, tradition, and roman-

ticism. Their clash is a microcosm of the modern post-

Enlightenment struggle between traditional religious life

and modern scientific modes of thinking. It is precisely

because the Talmud is both intellectually sophisticated

and religiously essential that it can function for the nov-

elist as the perfect symbol to evoke this tension between

the critical scientific method that wishes to recover a ra-

tional historical object, and the traditional intellectual

methodology that finds comfort in resisting history, and

embracing the most expansive version of the Talmud'

The novel is set in the postwar period because it seeks

to ask what Jewishness and Judaism will become in the

Holocaust's wake. Debates about how to read the Tal-

mud are nothingless than ruminations about the anxiety

ofJewish survival after \7orld \Var II' Rav Kalman's resis-

tance to modernity is buttressed by the deep-seated fear

that capitulating to text criticism finishes Hitler's work.3

On the other side, Reuven Maltert incredulity at his

teachert resistance is a mark of his comfort in American

modernity.

Historically, the tension between the essential and en-

hanced Talmuds in the Unircd States was largely dissi-

pated by the splintering that separated Conservative Ju-

daism from Orthodox Judaisrn as two different

denominations.a Today, critical readers of the Talmud

and traditional readers of the Talmud in the United I
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Smtes have retreated into denominational corners. \7ith-
out the shared religious space of institutions and the

shared public space of intellectual journals, the two dis-

tinct interpretive communities only rarely intersect.

By making Talmudic reading a stand-in forJudaism in

modernity, Chaim Potok transforms the Thlmud into a

symbolic rope being tugged by two visions of the future of

Judaism. The tension between the uaditional and critical

readers is significant not for its particulars (the novel

doesnt reallyprovide the specifics ofeither the essential or

the enhanced Thlmudic particulars) but because of its
larger ramifications for Judaism and the universal ques-

tions of tradition and modernity. For all his originality,

Potok did not originate this symbolic usage of the Tal-

mud. For as long as the Talmud has been a canonical

work, it has served as a symbol ofJudaism,Jewishness, and

Jews. It is this Talmudic personification in the emblematic

register that most entitles the Thlmud to a biography.

This book explores the three different registers of
Talmudic meaning both as discrete and as intertwined

entities. The opening two chapters provide historical

context for understanding the essential Talmud and

some examples to introduce the hero of our story. The

third chaprer describes the processes through which the

enhanced Talmud began to be generated, while

the fourth includes a large quantity of material about

the earliest emblematic uses of the Talmud. The final

chapter presents three stories of the Talmud in moder-

nity that provide a thick picture of the Talmudt tre-

mendous success and contemporary popularity.

Gestation and Birth
(EssrNrrel Teruuo Penr ONr)

Talmud on Fire Liability

The falmud is a commentary on an earlier law code, the

Mishnah, which was published orally by the rabbis around

the year zoo CE. Much like other ancient law codes (in-

cluding the ones found in the Hebrew Bible) the Mishnah

writes many of its laws as hypothetical scenarios' A far-

fetched hypothedcal is grounds for a fascinating Talmu-

dic discussion of the basis ofliabillty for fire that damages

a neighbort ProPerty. This brief foray into a Thlmudic

texr introduces a passage about fire liability that this book

will return to in greater depth in subsequent chapters'

Mishnah Baba Qamma z:3b

A dog who took a cake fbaking on top ofhot coals]

and went to a haystack; it ate the cake and set fire to

the haystack,

on the cake fan owner] pays full damages, but on

the haystack [an owner pays] half damages'l

8
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The owner pays the full value of the eaten cake and half of
the value of the burnt haystack. Liability for the full value

of the cake follows a basic principle of expectation: since

animals can be expected ro eat cake, one is responsible to

watch them and ensure that they do not do so. For the hay-

stack, the owner of the dog is hable for halfofthe damages.

No rationale is offered in the Mishnah and a reader must

work to produce an explanation. One common explana-

tion is that the burning ofa haystack is unexpected; since

the owner could not have anticipated this form ofdamage,

tlre owner is only liable for half of the damages. Another

common explanation considers fire damage to be a form of
secondarily causal damage such as when pebbles projected

by an animal's moving feet break a pane of glass.

The Talmud begins its discussion of this mishnah by

citing a debate between two rabbis, R Yohanan and Resh

Laqish, who lived in Palestine and were active in the first

halfof the third century.

Babylonian Talmud Baba Qamma zza

It was said:2 R Yohanan said, "his fire3 because [it is] his

arrow."

And Resh Laqisha said, "his 6re because [it is] his

property."

Though rhe Babylonian Thlmud was produced in Baby-

lonia, it preserves many texts that were first articulated by

Palesdnian rabbis. Each of the two rabbis explains fire Ii-

ability by drawing a specific analogy. R Yohanan says that

liability for fire is like liability for an arrow: just as one is

liable for the distant damage caused by a launched arrow,

one is also liable for the distant damage caused bykindled

fire. Resh Laqish analogizes habillty for fire to proPerty

liability: as one is liable for damage caused by property

(such as one's animal), one is also liable for damage

caused by a set fire.

The Talmud's anonymous voice teases out the differ-

ences between these two analogies by asking after the

stakes for each individual rabbi.

'!7hy did Resh Laqish not explain like R Yohanan?

(He would say to you,)t "arrows move from his force,

thls [6re] did not move from his force."

And why did R Yohanan not explain like Resh Laqish?

(He would say to you,)6 "property has tangibility, this

ffire] does not have tangibility."

\7hy does R Yohanan prefer the analogy to an arrow and

Resh Laqish the analogy to property? Resh Laqish rejects

the analogy to the arrow because the damage caused by

the arrow is directly linked to the energy ofthe archert

pulling the bow; while fire may share the feature of being

able to cause distant damage, it does not share this direct

connection between the energy ofthe person responsible

and the damage. R Yohanan rejects the analogy to ProP-

erty because property is tangible while fire is not; though

the two are similar since one is responsible for them,

there is a fundamental difference between responsibility

for tangible items and intangible ones.

CHAPTER I Gestation and Birth II
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The Talmudic passage conrinues by connecting this

debate about fire liability to the mishnah cited above on

which the entire Talmudic passage is something of a com-

mentary. Drawing an inference, rhe Talmud asserrs that

the mishnah seerns to support the view of R Yohanan

that liability for fire is like liability for the damage of an

arrow:

It was stated in the Mishnah, iA. dogwho took a
cake, etc."7

Granted that for [R Yohanan] who said (fire lia-

bility is)8like an arrow, rhe arrow is of the doge fand
for this reason rhe owner is nor liable for full dam-

ages]. Bur for [Resh Laqish] who said (6re liability)r0

is like property liabillry, (this fire)11 is not the prop-
erty ofthe dogt owner?

A hungry dog eats a cake that was cooking on some

coals. The cake is still attached to a coal and the dog

transports the coal to a haystack, serring the stack on
fire and burning it to the ground. The mishnah rules

rJrat the owner of the dog pays full damages for the

cake and half damages for the haystack. The Talmudt
anonymous narrator seeks ro determine whether this
mishnah about a bizarue case of fire liability holds the

clue to the conceptual debate regarding whether fire
is like an arrow or like other property. Drawing at-

tention to the idea of half damages for the haystack,

the Thlmud's anonymous voice suggests that this sce-

nariot law refects the arrow view more than the prop-
erty view. For while one can understand a dog owner's

responsibility for the secondary efFects of the dog as

akin to the repercussions of shooting an arrow, th€

indirect nature of this rort makes any liabiliry for the

haystack hard to explain for someone who thinks of
fire liability as based on liability for one's properry.

The anonymous voice of the Talmud does not con-

cede that this bizarre case of the Mishnah supports R Yo-

hanan. Rather, it modifies the narrative ofthe scenario to

create space for Resh Laqisht property-based notion of
fire liability.

Here with what are we dealing? [\7ith a scenario in
which the dog] threw the coal. For the cake [the dogt
owner] pays full damages, for the site of the coal fthe
dog's owner] payst2 half damages and for the entire

haystack [the dogt owner] is exempt.

In this new version ofthe story, the dog threw the coal in

the air and it landed on the haystack. The owner of the

dog is liable for full damages for the cake, half damages

for the initial landing spot of the coal and exempt from

the damage to the rest of the haystack. By modifying the

story such that the dog threw the cake/coal onto the hay-

stack, the Talmud has created space within which to
understand the mishnah as agreeingwith the conceptual

approach of Resh Laqish chat fire liability is based on

property liability.

The Talmud is replete with passages like this one that

explore the intricacies of law (ritual, civil, criminal),

metaphysics, and theology. The Talmudic method of
drilling down into the underlying bedrock to uncover

13IL CHAPTER I Gestation and Birth



5. The passage about 6re liabiliry continues in the

Talmud for a few pages in the standard print edi-

dons. As we will see in the next chapter, the Tal-

mud uses different scenarios found in rabbinic

legal precepts to prove that fire liability is more

akin to an arrow than to property liability and each

of these is explained away.r3 Then a fourth-century

Babylonian rabbi, Abaye, draws attention to a stat-

utory scenario that works better with a property

liability understanding and not as well with an

arrow liability approach, and the Thlmud works

extremely hard to explain chis problem away. The

passage's conclusion is that even those who think
that liabiliry for fire is akin to arrow liability must

accept, at times, that one is liable for fire because it
is one's property. A reader who successfully follows

the intricacies of this passage might justifiably

wonder about its goals. Is the reader expected to

land on a specific understanding of 6re liabilityl If
not, does this passage have a specific learning out-

come? Do Talmudic passages have goals?

\7ho Vere the Rabbis?

History: Continuity and Disruption

Among its many stories, the Thlmud includes a legendary

rabbinic origin tale.la

Abba Sikra, the head of the biryonils inJerusalem, was

the son of the sister of Rabban Yohanan b. Zakkai.

l

r5
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core doctrines involves a marriage of creative logical de-

duction with careful analysis of valued canonical texts.

The specific way in which the Talmud attempts to main-

tain the validity of the mishnah as a core textual prece-

dent alongside the conceptual possibility of fire liability

as a subset of property liability is thorny, and became the

basis for commentarial controversies in the enhanced

Talmud. This book will return to further probe this Tal-

mudic passage more extensively in the second chapter,

and to unpack the controversies surrounding its interpre-

rarion in the third chapter. For now, though, this taste of
the Talmud provokes a series of questions:

r. The passage opens with a legal dictum from the

Mishnah. 'W'hat 
is the Mishnah and in what ways

is it central to the Talmud?

z. R Yohanan and Resh Laqish are two named rabbis

whose debate structures the passage. \(ho were

these rabbis, and what was the context in which

they debated the concepcual character offire

liability?

3. The original debate is enriched through a seem-

ingly unique idiosyncratic textual discourse.

\7here did thls interesting rhetorical and exegeti-

cal project come from, and how did it come to be

the quintessence of rabbinic religiosity?

4.The anonymous narrator thickens the respective

conceptual approaches ofthe two named rabbis

and draws their debate into conversation widr the

Mishnaht strange hypothetical of the dogwith the

cake. \7ho is this anonymous narrator?



[R. Yohanan] sent (to him)16 saying, "Come visit

me privately."l7

\7hen lAbba Sikra] came, he said to him, "How

long are you going to act this way and kill all the peo-

ple with starvation?"

[Abba Sikra] replied: "'What can I do? If I say

somethingr8 to them, theywill kill me."

[R. Yohanan] said: "Devise some plan for me to

escape. Perhaps there will be a small salvadon'"

fAbba Sikra] said to him: "Pretend to be ill, and

let everyone come to inquire about you. Bring some-

thing evil smelling and put it by you so that they will

say you are dead.le Let then your disciples get under

your bed, (but no others, so that they shall not notice

that you are still light,)2o since they know that a living

being is lighter (than a corpse)."2r

[R. Yohanan] did so, and R. Eliezer went funder

the bier] from one side and R.Joshua from the other.

\7hen they reached the opening, fsome of the peo-

ple inside the walls] wanted to run a lance through

[the bier].

[Th.y]" said to them: "Shall [the Romans] say.

They have pierced their Master?"

They wanted to jostle it.

fThey] said to them: "Shall they say that they

pushed their Master?"

They opened a town gate23 for him and (he got

ott).24

Vhen [R. Yohanan] reached [the Romans] he

said, "Peace to you, O king, Peace to you, O king."

[Vespasian] said: "Your life is forfeit on two

counts, one because I am not a king (and you call me

krg)," and again, if I am a king, why did you not

come to me (before now)?"26

[R. Yohanan] replied, 'hs for your saying that you

are nor a king, (in truth you are aling),T since if you

were not a kingJerusalem would not be delivered

into your hand, as it is written (Isaiah rot34), 'And

Lebanon shall fall by a mighty one." 'Mighty one' [is

an epithet] applied only to a king, as it is written (Jer-

emiah 3o:zr), i{nd their mighty one shall be of them-

selves etc.;" and Lebanon refers to the Sanctuary, as it
says (Deuteronomy 3:zt), "This goodly mountain and

Lebanon."28 As for your question' why (ifyou are a

kng)," I did not come to you (till now),30 [the an-

swer is that] the biryoni among us did not let me'"

fVespasian] said to him: "If there is a jar of honey

round which a serpent3l is wound, would they not

break the jar to get rid ofthe serpent?"

[R. Yohanan] could give no answer.32. . .

At this point a messenger came to him (from

Rome)33 sayrng,"Up, for the Caesar is dead, and the

notables of Rome have arranged3a to establish you as

head [of the State]."

[Vespasian]35 had just finished putting on one

boot. \7hen he tried to put on the odrer he could

not. FIe tried to take offthe first but it would not

come off. (He said: "Vhat is the meaningof this?)"36

R. Yohanan said to him: "(Do not worry:)37 the

good news has done it, as it says (Proverbs l5:3o),

17t6 CHAPTER I Gestation and Birth
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'Good tidings make the bone fat.'Vhat is t}re rem-

edy? Let someone whom you dislike come and pass

before you, as it is written (Proverbs ry:zz), A broken

spirit dries up the bones."'He did so, [and the boot]
went on.

[Vespasian] said to him: "seeing that you are so

wise, why did you not come ro me (till now)?"38

[R. Yohanan] said: "Have I not roldyou?"-
fVespasian] retorted: "I too have told you."

[Vespasian] said: "I am nowgoing, andwill send

someone [to take my place] . Ask something of me

and I will grant it to you."

[R. Yohanan] said to him: Give me3e Yavneh and

its \fise Men, and the [family] chain of Rabban

Gamaliel, andphysicians to heal R. Zadoq.

The setting for the legend is the Roman siege ofJerusalem

in 7o CE. A rabbinic intellectual insideJerusalem, Rabban

Yohanan ben Zakkai, uses the ruse ofdeath to sneak out of
the city and speak directlywith Vespasian, the Roman gen-

eral. Fumbling over himself,, the rabbi refers to the general

as a monarch and the general considers this a blasphemous

ofFense. \(hen an emissary arrives mid-conyersarion in-
forming Vespasian of a Roman election tllat has elevated

him to the position of Caesar, the newly crowned monarch

recognizes the prophetic abfities ofhis interlocutor. Rab-

ban Yohanan ben Zakkai frames his ability to see the fu-

ture as a byproduct of a midrashic reading of biblical verses

that had predicted Jerusalem's destruction. Vespasian of-

fers him three requests. Rabban Yohanan ben Zakkai asks

for'the preservation of the Gamaliel family, for a healer to

heal Rabbl Zadoq, and for Yavneh (Jamnia) and its rabbis.

This last request is often understood as a trade ofJerusalem

for rabbinic Judaism.ao

The Roman siege of the city ofJerusalem4i was a siege

preceding the final battle in a war t}rat had sretched on

for more d-ran three years. The war had been triggered by

the rise of militantJudean factions who sought the kind

of political autonomy enjoyed earlier in rhe century

under the Hasmonean rulers. SuchJudean autonomywas

not desired by the Romans, who understood the posi-

tioning of biblical Israel along dre Mediterranean Sea as

pivotal.

The rabbis who collectively produced the corpus of
wrirings known as "rabbinic literature" did not produce

epic poems like Homert Odyssey or national historiogra-

phy along the lines of Thucydides' Hi.story of tbe Pelopon'

nesian War.4z On the rare occasion that they produced

histories, the rabbis produced short episodic legends that

densely capture important themes. The story of Rabban

Yohanan Ben Zakkai and Vespasian is one such legend.

In the ancient world, religion was not a separable

piece of cultural activity or identity. Religion was closely

related to national activity and identity. In the decades

leading up to the Templet destruction, there was sectar-

ian strife that piced certain sects against the national re-

ligious leadership and its ideology, but even these sects

still venerated Jerusalem. Rabbinic Judaism was a move-

ment that gave up on dre idea of political autonomy in

exchange for a portable and robust religiosity. Rabban

I
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Yohanan ben Zakkait requests explicidy did not include
a request for Jerusalem itself or for political power; he

was prepared ro sacrifice political hegemony for religious

opportunity.

The term 'tacri6ce" gives pause. ln giving up Jerusa-
lem, Rabban Yohanan ben Zal&ainot only sacrificed po-
litical ambition, he also acquiesced ro the loss of the

Temple-the building that had been the essenrial space

of the Second Temple cult. Judean religiosity in the Sec-

ond Temple period required rhe sacrifices that were the

nearly exclusive cultic rirual; these could only be per-

formed inJerusalemt Temple. Rabban Yohanan ben Zak-
kai chooses a diasporic form of religiosity wirh no Tem-

ple and sacrifices, effectively renouncing the central
religious culdc behaviors of prior generarions.

To someone schooled in the Hebrew Bible, rhe story
of the rabbi and the general may be surprising for its fail-
ure to directlyfeaure God as a character. The God of the

Hebrew Bible is incredibly and overwhelminglypresent.

Godt presence is manifest both in communicarion and

action. \Tirhin the patriarchal stories of Genesis, God is

a character who interacts with other characters, engag-

ing them in dialogue from on high. As one progresses

through the historical time of the biblical story, God re-

mains an active presence, but communication is medi-
ated through the person of the propher, who is disdn-
guished by his or her ability to hear Godt messages.

Even though communicarion with God is limited, the
biblical narratives conrinue to understand God to have

an active role in historical events. The legendary

encounter with Vespasian models a different mode of

relating to God than through direct divine communica-

tion or manifestation. \7hen God appears in rabbinic

texts, that aPPearance is often the result of human ma-

nipulation. Rabban Yohanan ben Zakkai employs rnid'

rash, a creative mode of reading the Bible, rc read God

into historical events. Godt control of the events of the

day is less direct; there are neither Egyptian plagues nor

the smiting of an Assyrian army. God is present because

the Bible is a lens through which to process world

events. The rabbi emPowers himself to see God in a

world which no longer has a direct prophetic line of

communication and no longer witnesses miraculous di-

vine intervention.

Midrash, a form of biblical interpretation whlch will

be further explained below, emPolrers the rabbi to intro-

duce God into a set of historical events from which God

is seemingly absent. God's voice is now the voice of the

Bible as read by the rabbi. The rabbi is the new prophet

who produces Godt word in the world.a3 The relation-

ship between God and rabbi differs from the relationship

between God and prophet. The God-prophet relation-

ship is a unidirectional one in which God overwhelms

the prophet with the message; the prophet, however re-

luctant, accedes and represents God to the people. The

God-rabbi relationship is more aptly characterized as

rabbiGod; it is the rabbi who produces God in the world

through an act ofinterpretation.

The legend of the rabbi and the Roman general has

been popular throughout Jewish history because it

I
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prefigures various events inJewish realpolitlk in the me-

dieval and early modern periods.aa Gauging the limited

likelihood of resisting the enemy, Rabban Yohanan Ben

Zald<ai suikes up a vertical alliance with the most pow-

erful enemy authority and works out a contract.a5 Prag-

matism is strange in a legendary text. Rarely do peoples

tout their pragmatic compromises. But the rabbis em-

brace their status as a political minority by creating a

legend that extols a rabbi for just that pragmatism.

This rabbinic legend is often employed to assert that

rabbinic Judaism reinaents Judaisrn in the wake of tbe

Tbrnplei destrrl.ction. This pithy formulation caPtures a

fundamental ffuth about the rabbinic project. The leg-

end of the encounter with Vespasian is evidence that the

rabbis themselves were occasionally aware of this assess-

ment of their project. But the legend is ahistorical, and

the historical record is more complicated than the pithy

formulation. By shiftlng to the unreliability of the story

as history, we can attend to an alternative understanding

ofthe rabbis that supplements the reinvention claim with

an understanding ofthe rabbis as a continuation ofSec-

ond Temple realities.

It is difficult to accept the legend as historiography.a6

It is unlikely that the historical factions in Jerusalem

shared the strong commitment to the laws of purity that

enables the ruse that gets the rabbi outside the city walls.

The opening of the gates to the city to remove the body

would literally open the door to the enemy. The similar

ease with which Rabban Yohanan ben Zakkai can meet

and address the Roman general is suspicious.

External historical data also makes the story hard to

accept. Roman sources indicate that Vespasian first seized

rhe title of Caesar in the Middle East and only afterwards

received Roman consular approval.aT The episode in the

story would have taken place in 69'7o CE, and shows

rhe rabbis'willing to sacrifice political sovereignty for re-

ligious space. But in r3z CE, various rabbis supported

Simon ben Kosiba (Bar Kokhba) in his military revolt

against Roman rule in Judea to restore Jewish self-rule.

Historically, it is the crushing of tbis rcvolt that elimi-

nated Jewish fantasies of sovereignty.

An autobiographical story nearly identical to the leg-

end ofVespasian and Rabban Yohanan appears in the

work ofJosephus, the first-centuryJewish historian who

switched from the Judean to the Roman side in the war

and wrote various extant works in Greek about those ex-

periences.a8 Tlte Jewish War describes how Josephus, the

Judean general, was imprisoned by the Romans uPon sur-

rendering. As he was led offin chains,Josephus prophe-

sied that Vespasian would be named the Caesar. W'hen

the prediction came true a year later, Vespasian informed

his son Titus, and Josephus was elevated to Titts' aide-

de-carnp.Josephus spent the rest ofthe war on the Roman

side before retiring to Rome where he wrote his works.

Though Josephus was a contemPorary first cenury

eyewitness to tlre events described, discrepancies between

his own versions and hls tendency towards self-

aggrandizement make scholars suspicious of his work. In

this particular case, Josephus' Vespasian story draws on

tropes from the biblical Joseph story in which a Jewish

-
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character is imprisoned and elevated to an important po-

litical post in exchange for an accurate prophetic predic-

tion.ae Brackedng the question of the historical reliabillty

ofJosephus' story about Vespasian, it is clear that a rab-

binic writer, working between two to four centuries after

Josephus, was familiar with the basic contours ofJosephus'

story when the Thlmudic legend was crafted.5o

The unreliability of the legend as historiography

tlrows suspicion on its message that rabbinicJudaism is a

post-Temple innovation, and pushes for consideration of
an opposing characterization-that the rabbis continue

the ideological and social realities that were present dur-

ing the Second Gmple period. Zhe rabbis magniflt and

unify the energy of the sectarian rrtouernents of the Second

Temple period.51

The elite populations of first-century Judea produced

several different secm of Judaism. These sects self-

segregated from the Jewish population at large-and
each other-to engage in religious practices and scholar-

ship. They were polemical rivals divided by core funda-

mental differences with respect to ideology and law. For

all their differences, though, the sects had much in com-

mon with one another. They were highly scholastic, pre-

dominantly male organizations that filtered the world
through a primarily religious lens. Their differing theolo-

gies all bore the imprint of apocalypticism, and t'hey were

staunchly committed, as both producers and consumers,

to the idea ofa scriptural canon.

The rabbis were a social group that perpetuated many

of the values of these earlier sects without preserving the

polemical reality of multiple sects.52 Some of the rabbis

were biological descendants of Pharisees. Acts of the

Aposdes, a New Testament work, features a Pharisee

leader named Gamaliel who saves the apostles from exe-

curion by a Jewish tribunal, which flogs them instead.53

Rabbinic texts filI out the genealogy of Gamaliel's family,

tracing a distinguished paternal line from the time of the

Pharisees ro rhe dme of rhe rabbis. It is this distinguished

family of heirs to sectarian Judaism whom Rabban Yo-

hanan ben Zal<kaisaves with one ofhis three requests.

Bodr the sects and the rabbis actively attempted to resist

the overwhelming infuence of Hellenistic culture. The

Hasmonean monarchy that ruled greater Judea for much

ofthe first two centuries BCE was founded on a revolt that

had an element of ideological resistance to Hellenic cul-

ture. The Maccabean resistance to Hellenismwas but amo-

mentary and minority phenomenon. As the centuries wore

on, Judean culmre became increasingly indistinguishable

from other Hellenic subcultures.5a The Hasmonean mon-

archs resembled other vassal kings and their children were

sent abroad to receive schooling in Hellenistic schools. The

sects that emerged in the last two centuries BCE were, in

part, a response to increasing majority Hellenization. In

this sense, they condnued the trajectory of the zealous

Maccabees who had revolted against Antiochus IV and set

the Hasmonean Era in motion. As the populace and the

royal elite were both becoming more Hellenized, the sects

isolated themselves within the hermetic confines of the tex-

tual and culdcJewish tradition. The rabbis caried on this

mande after the Temple's destruction.
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Many rabbinic texts speak ill of Greek culture and

mandate practices-like prohibitions on teaching Greek

to onet children-that are designed to keep Jews from

being overrun by Greek ideas and inventions.55 But by

the close of the first century CE, Judea had been under

Greco-Roman cultural in{luence for more than four hun-

dred years. Roughly one-third of the vocabulary in rab-

binic Hebrew and rabbinic Aramaic is comprised of
words with Greek etymologies.56 Archeological evidence

of the period demonstrates the ubiquitous Greek influ-

ence on cultural producdon from pottery to coinage to

sculprure.57 This helps explain how the structure of the

rabbis' primary cultural acdvity-scholarship-was a

Jewish facsimile of Greek scholastic culure.

One of the profound transformations wrought by

Hellenism within Greek culture was the transition from

the cenuality of the city to the centrality of education.58

That form ofeducation was referred rc as paideia, aterm

that meant both education and culture.5e \(here once

one would want a child brought up as a warrior in service

ofcity, now one aspired to educate a child through (or to)

paideia into the leadership class. Paideia instruction was

divided into three tiers: teachers of letters, grammar, and

rhetoric, respectively. The elite student was one who

could rise ro the third tier and excel in its rhetorical

exercises.

Similarly, the rabbinic educational movement was

part of a transformation from the centrality of city (Jeru-

salem) to the centrality of education (rabbinic learning).

A Jewish child would be trained by a teacher of letters

before moving on to a teacher of blblical reading and

comprehension.60 The role of the Bible was like the role

of classical literature, which was the subject of instruc-

tion in the Greek system. Only advanced learners would

progress to study rabbinic basic texts and be trained in

the specific skills of argumentation and dialogue that

contribute so much to the production of the Talmud.

Like the Greeks, who understood paideia as a merito-

cratic way for lower classes to elevate their position in so-

ciety, the rabbis understood their social practice ofTorah

study as a meritocratic enterprise open to all strata of so-

ciery. Some of the most compelling rabbinic legends are

rags-to-riches stories of men who start out ignorant,

poor, and powerless before becoming wise, wealthy, and

powerful through the vehicle of Torah education.6r

The legend of Rabban Yohanan benZalkai and Ves-

pasian testifies to the idea that the rabbis invented some-

thing new that replaced the Temple-based Judaism that

had been rendered impossible byJerusalem's destruction.

At the same time, critical examination ofthe legendt lim-

itations as history allows one to see that the rabbis both

continued the legacy ofdre sects that thrived in the late

Second Temple period, and drew upon a Hellenistic in-

tellectual educational model.

Theology: Torah as Abstract Ideal

Legends are not the only types of texts in which the rab-

bis produced their own origin stories, and the rabbis did

not always connect their origins with the desrruction of
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Jerusalem. At times, the rabbis indeed told their srory as

an uninterrupred continuation ofprior religious realities.

Ethics of the Fathers, a sui generis tractate of the Mishnah

that is a compilation of proverbs and ethical teachings,

opens with a chain of ransmission rhat connecrs rab-

binic literature with Godt revelation at Sinai:

Moses received the Torah from Sinai and transmitted it
toJoshua;

andJoshua to the elders;

and the elders to the prophers;

and the prophets transmitted it to the men of the Great

Assembly...

Simeon the righteous one was one of the remaining

members of the men of the Great Assembly. . .

(Mishnah Auot rt-z)

\Mithin a few words, the text moves from revelarion on

Mount Sinai to the late Second Temple period. The text's

continuation is a bit more complicated, but a few addi-
tional generational links reach the peri od o{ the tannaim,

the rabbis who were active before the oral publication of
the Mishnah around the year zoo CE.

ln the opening line of this chain, Torah is the entiry
that Moses receives and transmits ro the rabbinic present.

The chain of transmission is a genre employed in the

Greek writings of near contemporary Stoic philoso-

phers.62 \7hile the Stoics were interested in philosophical

truth, the rabbis were interested in Torah. "Torah" liter-
ally means teaching, but rhe type oflesson irnplied by the

word Torah led Egyptian Jews ro rranslate the term into

Greek as "numos" or law "Torah" is the teaching of a reli-

gious way of being in the world.

The text describes Moses as receiving Torah "from"

Sinai. The sentence makes Sinai (rather than God) the

object of the preposition "from"-the rnountain is the

source of this teaching. This displacement of God is not

incidental; it reflects a broader rabbinic substitution of

the abstract value of Torah for the concrete God whose

tangible home inJerusalem no longer exists.63

The theology ofthe rabbis is often characterized as a

doctrine of two Torahs: a written Torah produced with

ink on parchment, and an oral Torah produced in an un-

written ether of transmission from teacher to student,

that encapsulates ideas ofJudaism not contained within

the verses of the written Torahs text. This helpful charac-

terization of rabbinic theology ends up producing the

oral Torah as an analog to the written-one could imag-

ine the oral Torah as a virtual text containing all the tra-

ditions missing from the written Torah. In the opening to

Etbics oftbe Fatbers,incontrast, Torah is not a text but an

abstract concept. Moses is not receiving a second (oral)

book.6a Moses receives an idea of Torah more powerful

than any tangible book.

Throughout their writings, the rabbis display a pro-

found commitment to Torah that transcends im function

as an educational book or a ritual object. Torah is the rab-

binic raison d'ttre. Life derives meaning from its associa-

tion with the exercise of learning and living Torah.

Though the rabbis value biblical laws and understand the

Biblet rnandates as the specific commands of a divine
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commander, commitment to Torah study supersedes.

\7hile the rabbis do nor advocare a monasdc disappear-

ance from the world, Torah srudy challenges marerial

needs, and Torah relationships challenge rhose of flesh

and blood.65 Scholastic pursuit of Torah-as-ideal epito-

mizes religious commitmenr. Along the way, the

prioritization of Torah and the scholastic way of life that

commits fully to its acquisition, threatens the religious

primacy of God, ritual, liturgy, and all other cultic aspects

ofJudaism. And this prioritization is profoundly impor-

tant to the biography of the Thlmud for two reasons.

First, because the Talmud is the result of this scholasdc
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FIGURE r.z. Map of Palestine/Babylonia

prioritization-it was produced as part of this new cul-

rural commitment to Torah above all. Second, because ir
is the cause of this increased prioritization-its discourse

of reception made it into the central piece of a religion

built around scholasricism as religious devorion. Witbin a
religious production tbat bas rewritten its storjt and changed

its leadfroru God to Torab, the part ofTorah has been played

for ouer a ruillennium by the Babflonian Talrnud.

How the Thlmud Iflas Made

The early rabbis engaged in scholastic activity in smalL ad

hoc disciple circles; each consisted of a charismatic rabbi

surrounded by a handful of students.66 In the period

immediately surrounding the destruction of the Second

Temple and for the next hundred years, the rabbis en-

gaged in two pedagogical practices-one primarily inter-

pretive and the other primarily a mode of organizing the

interpreted material. The interpretive method of study

was called midrash while the organizational articulation

was called mishnah.6T

Midrash

During the Second Temple period, the Hebrew Bible

was becoming both increasingly central and more sol-

idly fixed. The early rabbis studied their Bible in ways

that contributed both to the nature of canonical au-

thority (what it means for there.to be a canon) and to

the contours of the canon (what is included and what

excluded).68 They read their Bible in almost absurdly

punctilious ways. In the hands of these rabbis, the He-

brew Bible became a cryptic code in need of decipher-

ing. Every nonessential component ofsyntax (and even

spelling) came to be understood as an opportunity for

producing new meanings, whether legal, narrative, or

rheological. Biblical stories r /ere expanded in plot,

characterization, and drama; the nature of all things

theological (God, heavens, Torah, angels, etc.) became

richer; legal statutes were made both more specific and

principled. At the same time, the rabbis developed a

technique of resolving issues in one book of the Hebrew

Bible through recourse to another passage of the He-

brew Bible.6e This, even though the Hebrew Bible is an
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anthology ofworks in different genres written by differ-
ent authors at different times. \Thether self-consciously

or not, the rabbis read verses in the book of Genesis, for
example, in light of some in the Song of Songs and vice

versa. This reading pracrice both refected the rabbis'

understanding of rhe boundaries of the biblical canon

and solidified chose boundaries by broadcasting which
books were to be included as part of the hermeneutic

corpus.

Mishnah

Even as the rabbis devoted significant backward glances

at the Bible, they also engaged in a form of study rhat
produced something new. This pedagogical process in-
volved formulating their religious cuhure in statutory
form as law. The ritual requirements ofprayer the calen-

drical requirements of the holidays, the parriculars of sac-

raments and sacrifices; all of these were formulared as re-

ligious statutes. This procedure produced clarirywithin a

cuhural environment in which both inherited practices

and interpretive polysemy could produce confusion

about everything from basic requirements to smaller de-

tails. Organization was a major purpose of this form of
pedagogy. The an*rological makeup of the Hebrew Bible

contributed a basic lack of substantive organization to
the Hebrew Bible; the exegedcal pracrice of reading

across the corpus further undermined even local cover-

age of a religious subject. If the exegetical pracdces al-

lowed the creatiye free work associated with the righr

side ofthe brain, the statutory formuladon organized the

material as might the left side ofthe brain.

Over the course of the post-Temple period, the two
pedagogical practices of midrash and mishnah inffu-
enced each other but remained separare. During the sec-

ond century CE, various rabbinic disciple circles devel-

oped their own approaches and produced varying

versions of similar works. \Tithin the world of midrash,

Rabbi Aqiva and Rabbi Ishmael (both active in the first
halfofthe second cenrury) developed slighdy different,

consistent philosophies.To On a hermeneutic (rather than

ideological) leve-l, Ishmael was restrained and Aqiva cre-

ative.Tr \7hat Aqiva interpreted as an extraneous feature

(worthy of interpreration), Ishmael considered a regular

feature oflanguage. These philosophical differences led

to the production of two midrashic oral traditions cover-

ing four Pentateuchal books (Exodus, Leviticus, Num-
bers, and Deuteronomy).72

Among the rabbis who constituted the Aqiva school

of midrash, a standard practice developed to produce

works oflegal shtutes covering all the topics ofJudaism.

This pedagogical process continued until the end ofthe
second century, when apolitical figure and scholar, Rabbi

Judah the Prince, garhered the differenr mishnah tradi-

tions, edited, and redacted them into rhe definitive Mish-
nah ("the Mishnah"). The Mishnah consists of sixty trac-

tates that are organized into six orders. The Mishnah

contains three levels of organization: tlere is a rationale

for individual orders (e.g., Moed includes rracrares re-

lated to holidays and the calendar), for individual
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rractates (e.g., Sukkot has its own tractate within Moed)

and for individual chapters (e.g., the rules regarding the

gathering ofthe four species on Sukkot are delineated in
their own chapter in tractate Sukkah).73

Production of the Mishnah had a major effect on the

rabbis. Over rime, the Mishnah became so authoritative

that it produced a chronological dividingline for the rab-

bist those rabbis who lived early enough to be included in
the Mishnah were called tannaim, and those rabbis active

after the Mishnaht proliferation were called amoraim. It
would eventually come to be understood within the rab-

binic community that an arnzra could not directly con-

test the opinion of a tanna. The arrival of the Mishnah

also affected the way in which the rabbis studied.'Where

mnnaim bifurcated their study dme into mishnah-style

and midrash-style conversadons, amoraim developed

talmud-style conversations by formally structuring their

study around the Mishnah but including midrash in
those conversations.

Talmud

As midrash was a freestyle conversation surrounding

Bible, talmud was a freestyle conversation surrounding

the Mishnah. A mishnaic text is usually a statute which

states a requirement or prohibition clearly without au-

thoritative source or radonale. Talmudic discussions

often begin by asking, "how do we know this?" about a

mishnaic rule. The answer to the question is typically a

midrashic explication of a blblical verse. In this way, the

Thlmudic discussion opens the Mishnah to the rich lode

ofrationales andverse interpretations ofmidrash. Several

generations of rabbis (Figure r.r) in both Palestine and

Babylonia conducted talmud conversations. Through

these conversations, the Palestinian and Babylonian

amoraim produced new midrashic interpretations of the

Bible, new mishnah-sryle statements of law and new in-

terpretations of the Mishnaht laws. The amoraim often

disagreed with one another about these types of text.

These distinct types of text (midrashic interpretations,

mishnah statements, amoraic arguments about prior

texts, etc.) are all captured within the two extant Thl-

muds, the Palestinian and Babylonian.

The Palestinian and Babylonian Talmuds are similar

in form and content, but have significant differences. The

Palestinian Thlmud attributes ideas to rabbis who lived

until the middle of the fourth century CE, while the Bab-

ylonian Thlmud amributes ideas to rabbis who lived until

the end of the fourth century CE. This additional gesta-

tion period is accompanied in the Babylonian Talmud by

a comparatively richer layer of anonymous editorial text.

These unattributed words function as signposts that alert

the reader to turns widrin the text. A reader well-schooled

in the Babylonian Talmud can have trouble reading the

Palestinian because it comparatively lacks these internal

textual aids.

Despite the nearly equivalent number of ffactates

(thirty-three for the Babylonian and thirty-six for the Pal-

estinian) in the respective Talmuds, the Babylonian is

considerably longer than its Palestinian counterpart in
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both length of individual conversations and the number

of such conversations per mishnaic legal subject. 7a The

Palestinian Talmud also often replicates identical passages

in multiple tractates; when this phenomenon is taken into

account, the Palestinian Talmud shrinks in size by a

third.75 The conversarional style ofthe Thlmud and its ori-

gins in a social educational practice led most uaditional

readers to the presumption that the Talmuds are a tran-

scription of acmal rabbinic conversations. This is not the

case. The insufficiency of this paradigm is evident when

one looks closely at the Thlmudt multi-generational char-

acter. Since the Talmudt conversations span across centu-

ries, the Thlmud's literary conversations are evidendy

manufactured. The standard stylistic uniformity in the

presentation of debates also indicates an editort framing

of controversy. In the past four decades, scholars have

demonstrated that the anonymous editorial layer of dre

Bavli (Babylonian Talmud) routinely reflects a chrono-

logically later voice that goes beyond framing the earlier

debates and produces imelf as the evolutionarily final ap-

proach to matters oflaw or theology.T6

The final editors of the Talmud (sometimes referred

to in the singular as the Starn-meaning anonymous, or

in the plural as the Stantmaim), are responsible for alter-

ing and framing the inherited traditions that are embed-

ded in a Talmudic passage. The words of the Stam are dre

clearest site for identifying a conscious editing ofthe text.

The rabbis were active in two regions: Palestine and

Babylonia (Figure r.z). The rabbis of Palestine produced

more than twenty works that survived the vagaries of

oral, handwritten, and print transmission and are avail-

able for readers today.77 Tlte rabbis of Babylonia produced

onljt one suruiaing work, tbe Babllonian Talmudt The

Babylonians left no independent works of mishnah or

midrash.Ts They used the Talmud to collect the opinions

and interpretations of Babylonian rabbis from the sec-

ond through the sixth centuries and perhaps even later. It
is possible that the Babylonian rabbis produced many

works, but none of them survived. It is also possible that

the Babylonian rabbis produced only one rllagnant o?us,

the Babylonian Talmud, and used it as a repository for

every scholastic idea. Either the Bavli overwhelmed all

competition such that it did not survive or no other

works were created. A single work produced over the lon-

gest duration ofany rabbinic text, the Bavli encapsulates

all rabbinic creativity and organization.

Multiplicity (the existence of more than one autho-

rized statement on a topic) and polysemy (openness to

multiple interpretations) are two hallmarks of rabbinic

literature. Multiplicity emerged incidentally out of the

editorial decision to incorporate multiple mishnaic tra-

ditions within a single definitive text.Te The Mishnah reg-

isters difllerences by simple attribution (e.g., "Rabbi X
said" or "these are the words of Rabbi Y"), without hand

wringing or soul searching about the availability of mul-

tiple legal possibilities; frequendy the Mishnah autho-

rizes both one position and its binary opposite.

Polysemy is a byproduct of midrashic creativity.80 The

exercise of freely producing meaning out of material per-

ceived to be extraneous is a creative process that invites
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muldple outcomes. Even as there are restrictions on mi-

drashic creativity, midrash can be characterized as an ex-

ercise in producing fuller and more detailed understand-

ings of texts in a mode that builds off the possibility of
muldple interpretations. The Thlmuds build on both

multiplicity and polysemy by producing new genera-

tional layers of mishnah-style statutory rule and debate;

this process involves registering several generations of
rabbinic interpretation of scripture, Mishnah, or mi-

drash, and allows such interpretation to grow with mini-

mal restraint and with new and explicit justifications.

Though neither multiplicity nor polysemy originated as

derermined ideological stances, later rabbinic texts came

to understand these phenomena as such. A retrospective

rabbinic judgment found in the Mishnah touts muld-,

plicity as a boon to judicial fairness and the possibility of
change.sl The Talmud's late anonymous voice explicitly

embraces both multiplicity and polysemy in theological

rerms as represenring a divinely authorized pluralism.82

The Babylonian Talmud is the largest collecdon of
rabbinic ideas, interpretations, or stories. Its lengthy

period of gestation allowed it to evolve the most ad-

vanced explicit theorizations ofpluralipm and to develop

the most sophisticated conceptualizations of abstract

legal concepts. By combining the earlier rabbinic genres

of mishnah and midrash into a meta-genre, and incorpo-

rating insights from seven centuries of rabbis in two dis-

tinct, robust regions of operation, the Babylonian Tal-

mud was able to produce the most thorough and

comprehensive version of rabbinic Judaism.

Anatomy
(EssrNrrar Tr'ruuo Penr Two)

A biography of the Talmud would be incomplete with-

out passages that communicate not only Talmudic con-

tent, but also the experience of studying the Talmud' The

Talmud is extremely varied in both form and content' It

is an anthology or compendium of the ideas of the rabbis'

The prior chapter characterizes an important early rab-

binic (pre-Mishnah) dichotomy that distinguishes be-

tween specific tyPes of textual activity (midrashic study

of the Bible v. mishnalc statute production). Another na-

scent distinction within the content of the curriculum

also began to develop in which there was a comPartmen-

talization of rabbinic ideas into buckets that would even-

tually, in the post-Talmudic era, come to have 6xed iden-

dties as halakhah [law] and aggadah fnonJaw].t This

dichotomy has been central to the study of the Talmud

because it is useful for picking up on inherent variations

within and among different Talmudic passages. This

chapter opens with a Talmudic story that testifies to both

the emergence of the dichotomization of halakhah and

aggadah, and to the resistance to this division. Following

CHAPTER 2
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